We present an approach to implementing and using global pointers in a distributed computing environment. 
Introduction
Pointers in C provide a powerful and flexible approach for designing dynamic data structures whose size and shape change at run-time, e.g. linked lists, trees, stacks, hashed tables, directed acyclic graphs (DAG), general graphs, etc. Unfortunately, many of the advantages of pointers must be abandoned when running on a loosely coupled cluster of computers. The reason is that few existing systems support global pointers, i.e., pointers that cross the memory boundaries of different hosts, and even systems that do support some form of global pointers impose serious restrictions on their use. The resulting lack of transparency prevents the design of distributed programs that match the elegance-and hence the resulting ease of development and maintenance-of sequential pointer-based programs.
This paper describes an approach to support a global distributed heap without having to differentiate in any way between local and global pointers. There are two key aspects that make this approach efficient at runtime. First, the system detects any remote reference automatically using a memory trap mechanisms supported by the hardware of most contemporary architectures [1] . Consequently, there is no overhead imposed on the use of pointers unless a remote reference is actually encountered. Second, the system supports two ways of resolving a remote reference, depending on the program's behavior: If the computation following the remote reference is to continue on the remote host, the process automatically migrates to the remote host. On the other hand, if the process simply needs to read or write a single value on a remote host, the system avoids the overhead of migration by performing a remote read or write operation. The process uses a heuristic to determine whether it should migrate or perform a remote access operation. The heuristic is based on the process's past behavior at the same location and the decision is made automatically and fully transparently to the programmer.
The Programming Model
One of the key questions is how to handle pointers at the programming level. Specifically, does the programmer need to be aware of any distinction between local and global pointers, and, if so, what are the consequences for the development of distributed applications. To illustrate the problem, consider the simple tree traversal function (treeAdd) in Figure 1 , which recursively adds the values of all nodes of a given tree (created previously using the function treeAlloc.) Assume now that the tree has been allocated in a distributed manner over a network of four processors, such that each processor 0 through 3 holds some portion of the tree, as illustrated in Figure 2 . The question is: what, if anything, do we have to do to the function treeAdd to make it work with the now distributed data structure? There are two main issues to consider.
First, the program must be able to recognize a global reference. In the above example, the program starts processing the root of the tree on host 0. The right subtree (t-right) is a local reference but the left subtree (tleft) is remote: its target is on host 2. There are three possible approaches to this problem. One is to explicitly differentiate between local and remote pointers (by using a different programming notation for each type). The main drawback of this approach, taken in several existing systems, including Cid [7] , Earth [3] , Olden [10] , or MCRL [4] , is that the original program must be significantly modified (manually or using compiler analysis [6] [10]) such that it always uses the correct reference-remote or localbased on the given mapping of the data structure. It also prevents the mapping of the data structure to be decided at runtime, which is a major limitation on dynamic pointerbased data structures.
Another approach is to detect remote references at runtime by inserting an explicit check into the code in front of every pointer. Unfortunately, this results in a serious performance penalty, as will be shown in Section 5.1.
The third approach-the one taken in this paper-relies on the hardware mechanism provided by all contemporary systems for memory access protection. This triggers an exception whenever a pointer's destination resideson a remote host and the corresponding signal handler takes the necessary steps to process the remote reference. (Section 3 presents the details of this mechanism.)
The second issue-what to do once a remote reference has been detected-can also be addressed in different ways. One approach is to follow the principles of Distributed Shared Memory [9] : transfer (or copy) the referenced data from the remote host to the local host and continue its processing locally. The problem with this approach is that it defeats the purpose of the data distribution and results in poor performance. In the above example, host 0 would incrementally pull into its local memory all the other subtrees from hosts 1 through 3 in order to compute the treeAdd function.
The only practical approach in situations such as the above is to continue the processing on the remote host. This, unfortunately, is very difficult to achieve with message passing, which is the most popular approach to distributed computing today. It requires a complete rewrite of the original code.
A much better approach-the one relied on by our system-is to use processes capable of spontaneous migration: a process migrates automatically whenever it encounters a remote pointer. Thus a process simply follows any remote pointer to its target host and continues its execution there fully transparently to the user.
Based on the above observation, we provide a programming model based on the following three main characteristics: 1 int Par_treeAdd(tree *t, parLevel) { Appropriate distribution of the dynamic data structures is crucial to the performance of any application, because it determines the amount of process migration and of potential parallelism. We do not make any attempt to map dynamic data automatically. Rather, we rely on the programmer to tell the system where to initially allocate any new data item. This is accomplished by providing an alternate function to be used in place of the UNIX malloc(): ptr = spm malloc(daemon id, size); This function first migrates the calling process to the host specified by the additional parameter daemon id. It then allocates the data item of the specified size on this host and returns a pointer (ptr) to this data item just like the conventional malloc() function. The main difference is that the pointer is globally valid, i.e., can be carried by the process to other hosts, stored there to build distributed data structures, and used just like a local pointer. It is important to emphasize that spm malloc() is used for all data allocations, local and global. The programmer does not need to differentiate between two types of pointers.
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Given that we do not differentiate between local and global pointers, a process automatically migrates to a new target host whenever it encounters a remote reference. To make this possible without the overhead of any software checks, we rely on the virtual address checking mechanism, which is implemented in hardware. This mechanism, combined with the spontaneous migration of processes at remote pointer dereference, is the main contribution of this paper and will be discussed in detail in Section 3.
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Many applications can benefit greatly from distributing their data structures over multiple hosts even when execution remains strictly sequential. The performance improvements (as shown in Section 5.2) result from reduced paging as each host handles only a smaller portion of the large data structure [8] .
Parallelism can of course increase performance further. For this we rely on the programmer to implement parallelism explicitly using fork statements. For synchronization, semaphores are used. Figure 3 illustrates the basic principles by presenting a parallel version of the treeAdd function of Figure 1 . The additional parameter parLevel determines the level of parallelism, i.e., the number of processes created to carry out the task. With parLevel==0 the function simply degenerates to the sequential version, treeAdd (line 4). With parLevel==1, a single child process is forked (line 7), which processes the right tree branch (lines 14-15) while the parent processes the left tree branch (line 8-9). With parLevel==2, both the parent and the child processes each spawn a new child process, resulting in a total of four processes, each processing a different portion of the tree. Each parent process waits for its respective child using semaphores (lines 10 and 16), created by the parent on the current host.
Implementing Spontaneous Process Migration
¿º½º ËÝ×Ø Ñ Ö Ø ØÙÖ Figure 4 illustrates the basic architecture to support spontaneous process migration with global pointers. The lowest level is the physical network, which is a cluster of PCs or workstations communicating with each other using the standard TCP/IP protocol.
The next level is the network of daemon processes, one on each participating host. The purpose of the daemons is to isolate the application programs from the details of the physical network topology and to provide the infrastructure for process migration. The daemons are similar to those of other systems that supports explicit strong process migration, e.g. [2] . One of the most important aspects of migration is to keep the overhead low. We eliminate the main source of overhead-the necessity to migrate codeby loading a copy of the application code on every node participating in the computation. Thus only local variables, the stack, and the local heap need to be transmitted. This additional overhead is very small relative to the cost of sending a message.
The third level of the architecture is the global shared heap, which is described in detail in Section 3.2.
The fourth level of the architecture comprises the application processes. Each such process can run on any of the hosts. A migration occurs automatically whenever a process accesses a remote pointer, which triggers an exception. The corresponding signal handler issues a migration request to the local daemon, which then negotiates the transfer of the process with the corresponding target daemon.
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The daemons jointly implement the global shared heap, which is a collection of pointer-based data structures created dynamically by the application processes in a distributed manner. Any process can allocate space on a global shared heap through the spm malloc library function presented in Section 2. Pointers to any portion of the global heap data may be stored locally or on remote hosts, thus allowing the dynamic creation of arbitrary data structures distributed over the different hosts.
To implement the global shared heap, each daemon reserves the virtual address space for the entire heap, i.e., the space distributed over all daemons. As shown in Figure 5 , this virtual space is allocated between the stack and the local heap area using the mmap call. This reserved space is split into blocks, each of which is assigned to a different daemon (0 through n). Note that any daemon maps the virtual memory to physical memory only for memory blocks that are actually assigned; the remaining space is not mapped to any physical memory, thus no physical memory is wasted. Whenever a new process is created, its initialization function maps its shared pages to coincide with the shared pages of the current daemon. When a process migrates from one daemon to another, the mapping of the global shared heap changes accordingly before resuming execution. Thus processes can access the global shared space on any daemon transparently without any special function calls. Accessing the portion of the global shared heap assigned to the current daemon is carried out without any interruption. Accessing the space assigned to a remote daemon is detected automatically as described next.
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The key to efficient transparent migration is to avoid any software checks to detect remote references. Our solution is to use the UNIX virtual address locking mechanism (mprotect) supported in hardware [1] . We simply lock all virtual memory pages on every daemon other than those belonging to that daemon. Consequently, any remote reference is an attempt to access a locked page and causes a segmentation fault signal (SIGSEGV). This is caught by our signal handler (registered in the process initialization function). This decides whether to migrate the process to the corresponding remote host or perform a remote access operation, and it carries out the appropriate action. Since the checking of all pointer references is done in hardware, there is no additional overhead for local pointers.
Remote Read/Write Operations
In section 2, we discussed the advantage of process migration over message passing. At the same time, we need to avoid the overhead of process migration whenever possible. A typical situation where process migration is undesirable is when a process needs to access (read or write) a single value on a remote host but to continue executing on the current host. Without the ability to perform a remote read or write operation, the process must hop to the target host, read or write the desired value, and immediately hop back.
To eliminate this problem, we introduce a remote read/write operation that a process can use to access a word of data on a remote host. The decision on whether to migrate or to use remote data access is performed by the system at runtime using a heuristic, which considers the program's past behavior. The decision and the corresponding action taken are all fully transparent to the user.
To accomplish this, a log is associated with every process, which records the process's past behavior. This is then used to predict its future behavior. Each log entry corresponds to a code address that referenced a remote pointer and thus caused a segmentation fault (Section 3.3). The following information is maintained for each entry:
The code address that caused the segmentation fault, including the type of operation (read or write) 
Figure 5. Global Shared Heap
The time the process spent computing since it migrated to the current host
The id of the daemon from which the process last migrated
The id of the daemon holding the remote reference that caused the current fault A counter to keep track how many times the process migrated due to a fault at the current code address Figure 6 shows the extended version of the signal handler, which uses and maintains the above logged information. When invoked, the handler first checks if the faulting code address is already registered for remote read/write (line 4). If so then the requested data is accessed through a remote operation (line 5), instead of forcing the process to migrate. The process then resumes execution on the same host.
If the given code address has not yet been registered for remote read/write, the handler checks if it should be (lines [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . If the process is to migrate back to the daemon from which it just came (line 8), and if the computation on the current daemon has been very short (line 9: THRESHOLD1=200ms in the current implementation), then the process is a candidate for a remote read/write. The handler counts how many times the above behavior has been observed (line 11). When that number exceeds a given threshold (line 12: THRESHOLD2=1 for write access and 2 for read access), the address is registered for remote read/write (line 13). As a result, the process will not migrate the next time the same code address causes a fault. The performance results presented in this section were all obtained by running on Sun-Blade-100 502MHz 256 MB memory machines.
Performance Evaluation
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The objective of this section is to demonstrate how significant the savings are when the overhead of checking for remote references is done in hardware as opposed to software. Table 1 shows the time it took to traverse a link list of 600,000 nodes 2000 times. We intentionally made the linked list short in order to avoid paging. The first column shows the speed of the sequential C code with no software checks. The second column shows the time when a range check is inserted before every pointer dereference. In the third experiment, the pointer is changed to a structure that holds the memory address and the daemon id. Before every pointer dereference, the code checks the daemon id of the pointer. We observe that even simple range checking can slow down the process up to 30%. Having extra information associated with the pointer is even more costly; we see the slow down of 78%. Our system uses the hardware memory check mechanism, which does not add any runtime overhead. Consequently, our runtime is the same as in the first column: 82.90 seconds.
º¾º ËÔ ÙÔ Í× Ò Ø ×ØÖ ÙØ ÓÒ Ò È Ö ÐÐ Ð ×Ñ Table 2 shows the results of executing the tree traversal programs of Figures 1 and 3 . The tree is very large, consisting of 24 levels and requiring 400 Mbytes of space. It is distributed evenly over 1, 2, 4, or 8 hosts, which correspond to the four columns of the Table 2 .
TreeAdd time with TCP/IP process migration
The first row contains the results from a purely sequential traversal of the entire tree (i.e., using the code in Figure  1 .) The results show a super-linear speedup for the first three values. The reason is that paging is dramatically reduced as each host needs to handle progressively smaller portions of the tree. Once paging is completely eliminated, there is no more speedup. In our case, the collective memory of 4 hosts is sufficient to hold the entire tree. Hence there is no benefit derived from mapping the tree on 8 hosts; on the contrary, the runtime is slightly higher (24.15), which is the result of the additional migrations of the process.
The second to fourth rows show the results obtained by task parallelism, i.e., by running the program in Figure 3 . As expected, adding parallel processes on a single host (first column) makes the performance worse-there is no physical parallelism yet the concurrent processes need to cooperate with each other and compete for the single processor.
With two hosts, performance almost doubles when two processes are available. A moderate additional improvement is achieved with four processes, but eight processes already create too much overhead to be useful. This general trend continues in the third and fourth columns. With four hosts the ideal number of processes is four; with eight hosts, the ideal number of processes is eight.
It is worth noting that the greatest speedup was achieved by simply distributing the tree over four hosts, i.e., without any parallelism; the execution time dropped from 584.17 to 24.00. Parallelism improved the performance further but only from 24.00 to 5.93. This is still a very respectable improvement but requires the non-trivial programming effort of changing the sequential program into a parallel one. To test the performance of remote read/write, we devised two simple functions, shown in Figures 8 and 9 . Both of these scan a linked list distributed over 50 hosts as shown in (Figure 7) . That is, each group of adjacent nodes is mapped to a different host.
The expression prev->val = cur->val + 10 (line 7 of Figure 8 ) assigns the updated value of the current node to the previous node. Without remote access, the process must perform three migrations each time it crosses a host boundary: first it hops to the new host to get cur>val; next it hops back to update prev->val; finally, it hops again to the new host to continue the processing of the next node. This behavior is a prime candidate for a remote write. After the process crosses the host boundary, it does not hop back to update the previous pointer but sends a remote write request instead. This saves two hops at the cost of a single remote write.
The two curves in Figure 10 labeled "without remote write" and "with remote write" show the performance improvement attributed directly to the remote write access. When is small, the execution time was reduced from about 5 seconds to 2 seconds-a 60% reduction. As increases, more time is spent on computation than on migration and hence the speedup decreases. However, even with 100,000 nodes per host the execution time still decreases by approximately 25%. The function in Figure 9 was designed to test remote reads. The statement cur->val = cur->val * prev->val -cur->val (line 7) updates the current value using the value of the previous node. Without remote access, this results in three hops as in the previous case; that it, after migrating to the new host, the process must hop back to get the previous value. This can obviously be accomplished more efficiently using a remote read, which the system automatically chooses to use. The two curves in the same Figure 10 labeled "without remote read" and "with remote read" show the performance improvement attributed directly to the remote read access. The execution time of this program without remote read is almost identical to the time of the program used to test remote writes. The reason is that, while the actual computation is different, both programs perform three migrations at each host boundary. The execution time of the program with remote reads is slightly worse than the time of the program with remote writes. This is because remote writes can overlap the communication with computation, whereas remote reads always need to wait for the remote data to arrive.
It is worth emphasizing that the decision to use remote reads/writes instead of migrations was made automatically by the system using the mechanism and the heuristic described in Section 4. Thus the observed performance improvements were achieved without any intervention of the programmer.
Conclusion
We presented an approach to implementing and using global pointers in a distributed computing environment. Our system gives the programmer the tools necessary to create pointer-based distributed data structures. Such data structures can then be used by sequential or parallel programs without having to differentiate between local and global pointers. Any reference pointing to the memory of a remote host causes the process to automatically and fully transparently handle the remote reference. Depending on the process's past behavior at the faulting location, it may decide to migrate to the remote host, where it continues its execution, or it may perform a remote read or write operation while remaining on the current host. The detection of the remote reference as well as the decision on whether to migrate or perform a remote access operation are all carried out automatically at runtime and are transparent to the programmer. By using a hardware-supported memory checking mechanism, we were able to avoid any additional overhead associated with the detection of remote references. The optional remote read/write operations further reduce the overhead attributed to migration. With these mechanisms, we were able to demonstrate that distributing pointer-based data structure can lead to dramatic improvements in performance for both sequential and parallel programs.
To further improve performance for a wider variety of applications, our system implements an additional mechanism, which allows daemons to move entire pages among themselves, thus changing the initial mapping of the global heap. This is useful when repeated remote reads or writes to the same page are received. The details of this further enhancement may be found in [5] and will be published in a subsequent paper.
